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**Title word cross-reference**

- **5DoF** [SMSV20].
- **Advertising** [YT20], **Approach** [BV20].
- **Assessing** [NP20], **Assistance** [JCG+20].
- **Assisted** [AAA+20], **Aware** [AAA+20].
- **Bayesian** [BV20], **Behaviors** [NP20].
- **Being** [NP20], **Brain** [SMSV20].
- **Cancer** [YT20], **CarePre** [JCG+20].
- **Catheter** [SMSV20], **Challenges** [MKE+20], **Characteristics** [MKE+20].
- **Clinical** [JCG+20], **Collected** [LVW+20].
- **Combinations** [NP20], **Context** [AAA+20], **Context-Aware** [AAA+20].
- **Data** [BV20, LVW+20, MKE+20]. **Decision** [JCG+20].
- **Deterioration** [LVW+20]. **Devices** [MPK20], **Diagnostics** [MPK20].
- **Dynamic** [AAA+20].
- **Edge** [AAA+20], **Edge-Assisted** [AAA+20].
- **Editorial** [SL20], **EVD** [SMSV20].
- **Feasibility** [LVW+20]. **Flexible** [BV20].
- **Guidance** [MPK20].
- **Health** [MKE+20, NP20], **Healthcare** [MPK20], **High** [SMSV20], **High-Precision** [SMSV20].
- **Improving** [NP20], **Inaugural** [SL20].
Intelligent [JCG+20], Internet [YT20].
Issue [SL20].

Learning [YT20], Life [MKE+20], Long [MKE+20], Longitudinal [BV20].

Medical [BV20], Modelling [BV20], Monitoring [LVW+20], Multimodal [LVW+20].

Nonparametric [BV20].

Outpatients [LVW+20].

Placement [SMSV20], Precision [SMSV20], Programming [AAA+20].

Recommending [NP20].

Screening [YT20], Self [MKE+20].
Self-Tracking [MKE+20], Sensing [AAA+20], Study [LVW+20], System [JCG+20, YT20], Systems [AAA+20].

Term [MKE+20], Tracking [MKE+20, SMSV20], Transformation [MPK20], Treatment [MPK20].

Using [LVW+20, SMSV20, YT20].

Very [MKE+20], via [AAA+20].
Visualization [SMSV20].

Wearable [AAA+20, MPK20], Wearables [LVW+20], Well [NP20], Well-Being [NP20], Wellness [MKE+20].
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